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Maintaining substations (SS) requires substantial expenses.  Especially in lines outside a range 100 km from the 
center of Tokyo, SS maintenance cost performance is low considering the small number of trains operated, and it is 
desirable to reduce replacement and maintenance costs by removing power receiving equipment at replacement of 
equipment due to SS aging.  However, when removing power receiving equipment and handling as sectioning posts 
(SP), pantograph point voltage is reduced and there are concerns about the voltage being lower than the minimum 
necessary at the pantograph point depending on operation of railcars.  In previous research, we studied introduction 
of battery posts (BP) to compensate for voltage drop using a regenerative energy storage system (ESS) instead of power 
receiving equipment.  And in order to overcome the weakness of an ESS in terms of size and battery lifespan, we have 
studied control using train data.1)  In this paper, we report on installing an ESS at the Onuki SS on the Uchibo Line 
and verifying the effect of voltage compensation in switching to BP in the field3) and the results of verifying control of 
ESS by train data.2) 

2. Overview of Field Tests

2.1 Filed Selection 
As previously mentioned, an ESS was installed at the Onuki SS on the Uchibo Line.  Onuki SS receives power via a 33 kV 
feeding auxiliary line (connecting transmission line) from the adjacent Sanukimachi SS.  Replacing with an ESS provides 
the benefit that equipment including the feeding auxiliary line, not just special high voltage power receiving equipment, 
can be removed.  Fig. 1 shows an outline of the testing environment.  

2.2 Energy Storage System Specifications 
Table 1 shows the specifications of the ESS set up this time.  Taking into consideration the size of the Onuki SS property, 
we selected an ESS that could be transported into it.  The differences in the modes in the table are described in Chapter 3.
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3. Testing Method

Field tests were separated mainly into tests of voltage compensation of pantograph point voltage and ESS control verification 
tests using train data.  The train data is composed of three parameters: train location information, differentiation of 
inbound and outbound lines, and number of railcars per train set.

3.1 Voltage Compensation Tests at Max. Load Assuming Abnormalities
When putting together specifications for an SS, studies are normally made assuming the load becoming largest in worst-
case conditions such as a neighboring SS failing.  For evaluation this time with a switch to BP, we confirmed the effect of 
voltage compensation when a neighboring SS stops receiving power and the maximum possible number of train sets is 
in powered running at the same time.  Specifically, we performed tests with three train sets in powered running when the 
adjacent Kimizu SS stops receiving power.  Tests could not be done during commercial operation hours, so we performed 
running tests with test trains at night after the last train in commercial operation.  Fig. 2 shows an outline of the tests.  For 
these tests, we quantitatively report on the effect of voltage compensation by comparing measurements and simulation 
values.

3.2 Control of ESS Using Train Data
Normally, the ESS monitors DC bus voltage of the SS where the ESS is set up and controls charging and discharging, so 
discharging was done even when a train did not necessarily need it.  In a past study1), we found that it is possible to reduce 
storage battery capacity or increase its lifespan by controlling charge and discharge according to train data.  We therefore 
decided to conduct field tests on the control method built. 

Fig. 3 shows an outline of the system for control using train data.  The method is one whereby, after the operation 
status management device for the SS where the ESS is set up receives information of the test terminal (GPS terminal), 
that information was forwarded to the controller for the electric energy storage system and control performed.  A general-
purpose smartphone was used as the terminal for testing.  We employed control where the appropriate charge/discharge 
mode is selected by line occupation according to the timetable by dividing the control area into seven areas of station 
and interval between stations from Kimizu SS to Sanukimachi SS, which was originally the area the Onuki SS transmits 
power to.  Fig. 4 shows an example of a matrix that indicates the relationship between line occupation and modes.  We 
prepared three charge/discharge modes, and the characteristic of those are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1  Outline of Area Around Onuki SS Fig. 2  Outline of Voltage Compensation Testing at Maximum Load

Table 1  ESS Specifications and Mode Characteristics
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4. Test Results

4.1 Voltage Compensation Tests in the Case of Maximum Power Load
Fig. 5 shows the results of tests with three train sets under powered running at the same time when Kimizu SS stops 
receiving power.  In these tests, control by train data is used and charging voltage is 1600 V and discharging voltage is 
1300 V in voltage compensation mode.  From Fig. 5 we see that when DC bus voltage at the Onuki BP reached the 
1300 V voltage for starting discharging, discharge current flows from the ESS, the ESS state of charge (SOC) drops, and 
feeding voltage drop is suppressed.  Feeding voltage is lower when there is no more discharging 30 seconds after starting 
to discharge, but this is the result of three trains sets being intentionally kept at full throttle for a long time for testing.  
In ordinary operation, discharge is assumed to be at most 10 to 20 seconds, so this is not a large problem.  Next, Fig. 6 
shows a comparison of 9174M pantograph point voltage measured values when voltage dropped the most in maximum 
load testing and simulated values with no BP.  From Fig. 6, we see that measured voltage is as much as approx. 50 V higher 
than with no BP.  Thus, we confirmed that there is a voltage compensation effect of about 50 V at the pantograph point 
even at maximum load conditions in abnormalities.  The reason for the simulation values when there is no BP is that 
voltage drop is expected with no BP and testing could not be done assuming the worst-case scenario.  Pantograph point 
measured and simulated values matched when there was a BP.

4.2 Comparison of Conventional Control and New Control
Testing here was conducted by starting the ESS with the Onuki SS rectifier stopped during commercial operation hours.  
Testing was performed with conventional ESS control (uniform charge and discharging voltage) without using train data 
and new ESS control using train data, and results of the two were compared to verify the effect.  Testing without using 
train data was performed on October 25, 2017 and that using train data was performed on October 26.  Fig. 7 shows 
the test results for conventional ESS control (ordinary control).  Fig. 7 indicates Onuki BP DC bus voltage and ESS 
SOC in the morning rush from 6 to 8 a.m.  At that time, we set as conventional control voltage for starting charging 
at 1650 V and voltage for starting discharging at 1550 V.  Looking at DC bus voltage, large voltage drops were seen at 
around 7:04 a.m. and 7:08 a.m.  And looking at SOC, we see that SOC gradually drops while repeatedly charging and 

Fig. 3  Outline of Control by Train Location Information
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Fig. 4  Line Occupation Status and Mode
(Example of Charge/Discharge Value Settings)

Fig. 5  Line Occupation Status and Mode 
(Example of Charge/Discharge Value Settings)

Fig. 6  Line Occupation Status and Mode 
(Example of Charge/Discharge Value Settings)
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discharging after 7:08 a.m.  At that time, density of trains is very large and DC bus voltage becomes relatively low, so 
such operation is characterized as having more discharging than charging.  The rate of remaining capacity used that is 
important for determining storage battery capacity was approx. 24%.

Next Fig. 8 shows results of new control by train data.  The charging and discharging voltage for each mode then is 
shown in Table 2.  This time, line occupation patterns in voltage compenation mode where feeding voltage is assumed to 
become low are set for four time slots.  One is where 7:04, 7:07-08, 7:11-12, and 7:28-30 ranges correspond.  Focusing 
on the 7:04 and 7:08 ranges, voltage dropped to less than 1300 V in conventional control tests, but we found that voltage 
drop is kept to above 1300V by controlling for appropriate charging/discharging voltage with train data.  We also found 
that the phenomenon where SOC gradually decreases seen in conventional control is overcome by minimizing unnecessary 
discharge.  Focusing on the remaining capacity used, we found that it could be kept to 17%.  Decreasing the range of change 
in SOC directly affects decrease in battery capacity.  We found that storage batteries that originally required a SOC of 24% 
could handle loads at 17%, so this indicated the possibility of reducing battery capacity approx. 30% relatively (17%/24%) 
and downsizing.  And if downsizing is not necessary, narrowing the rate of remaining capacity used leads to minimizing 
degradation of battery internal resistance5), so longer battery lifespan can be expected.  

5. Efforts for Actual Introduction

From the results of Chapter 4, we found that voltage compensation could be achieved by switching to BPs and storage 
batteries could be downsized by control using train data, and actual introduction of that is within sight.  There are many 
issues, however, in terms of cost and utilization for equipping all rolling stock with new GPS terminals when considering 
actual introduction, so a different method of transmitting train data needs to be studied.  It would be best for the rolling 
stock itself to transmit data, but methods of doing that such as using crew tablets needs to be studied.
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Fig. 7  Line Occupation Status and Mode 
(Example of Charge/Discharge Value Settings)

Fig. 8  Line Occupation Status and Mode 
(Example of Charge/Discharge Value Settings)

Mode Voltage for starting
discharging [V]

Voltage for starting
charging [V]

1600 1000Standby

Energy-conserving 1650 1550

Voltage drop relief 13001600

Table 2  Charge/Discharge Set Voltage per Mode


